Week 5: Handling Disputes

- Review From Last Week

- Intro
  
  - Conflict is defined as “a situation in which two or more human beings desire goals which they perceive as being attainable by one or the other, but not by both.”

- Main
  
  1. Source of Conflict

  o Different Conflict-dealing Styles

    1. 
    2. 
    3. 
    4. 
    5. 

  2. Engaging Conflict as a Facilitator

  o Conflict Scenarios

    1. There are a total of 5 TAs for the course you are assigned to. You are the head TA for the course. During the TA training session, the course instructor specified you, as the head TA, designs a grading rubric, and other TAs must follow the designed grading rubric. One week later, you notice NONE of the other TAs followed your grading rubric. What do you do?
2. The instructor is hospitalized. You, as the head TA, have told the other TAs to follow your grading rubric. It’s been 3 weeks and you notice nothing changed. What do you do?

- Looking Forward
  - Week 6 TA’ing Suggestions
    - Main Tasks
    - Close to the End of Projects
    - Late Tasks